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Gordon College: Maintaining Momentum

Judson Carlberg,

president

With its new science building almost complete, Gordon College is ready to embark on its next

planning cycle with a fresh perspective and a cautiously optimistic outlook.

Gordon is a small, private, liberal arts college located in Wenham, Mass. and is only one of six

Christian schools ranked nationally; the other 110 or so are ranked regionally. The science

building, a $32 million construction project, was the largest project Gordon had undertaken in

its 121-year history. 

The new building houses the school!s traditional science classes along with its bioscience,

physics, mathematics, and computer science programs. The building is about 75% complete; with additional

funding, the college will add labs and space to support its psychology and kinesiology programs.  

The building was the final step of a long-range plan initially developed in 1994 that Judson Carlberg, president,

said brought the school a long way toward becoming a modern and comprehensive institution. He and the board

are currently engaged in planning projects for the next five to seven years that will continue to modernize and

expand the school. He said recruiting the right board is one of the most important steps in developing a strong

vision for the future of a college.

“In the last five years, we!ve seen close to a

50% turnover in our board, which has brought

in young, fresh perspectives and made the

process more exciting,” he said. “The plan we

finalize this fall will reflect a balance of

innovation from our younger members and the

wisdom of experience from our seasoned

members.”

Although the plan is still under development,

Carlberg anticipates new residence halls, a

major theater building, more classroom space

in the old science facility, and either a

renovation or new construction to update the

library.

Learning and service

The most important goals of this process,

Carlberg said, will be to maintain the slow,

controlled growth trajectory of Gordon, raise its

academic standards, and modernize the

school. He said a perfect example is the library.

The board is eager to develop an updated

facility, but it is considering what the library of the future will look like: less space for book storage, perhaps, and

more terminals for reading books electronically.

“AJ Gordon founded the college in 1889 with the mission of preparing the people of God to do the work of God,

and doing so requires the highest caliber of academic achievement,” said Carlberg.

US News and World Report listed the school in its Best National Liberal Arts category, and Peterson!s named it a

top college for science based on the high percentage of its graduates who earned a BS or went on to earn a

doctorate in science; two awards not commonly found together in small liberal arts schools.

Carlberg also highly values the John Templeton Foundation!s recognition of the school as one of the top 100

colleges nationwide known for a “strong commitment to character-building programs.”

“We are dedicated to excellence in the classroom, but our growing focus is on providing excellent learning and
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service opportunities for our students beyond the campus and around the world,” Carlberg said.

Gordon has had an international education program for more than 50 years, but the program received renewed

focus in the last 15 years, when the college added study-abroad opportunities in Oxford, England; Aix-en-

Provence, France; and Italy.

Service has always been a part of education at Gordon. Its chapel staff includes a department that collects and

refers volunteer opportunities to students. Carlberg estimated that roughly 50% of the students are involved in

voluntary activities locally, across the country, and around the world. 

As many as 600 of the 1,500 students at the college tutor or otherwise support residents of the nearby city of Lynn.

Four years ago, the college built the Barton Center residence hall in the downtown area where students live to be

closer to non-profit agencies where they work. Gordon students also work with the homeless of Boston, in nursing

homes throughout the state, and last year, about 200 students traveled abroad to volunteer, many to Central

America.

“These programs give our students a broader context for the work they do in the classroom, instill the importance

of service, and reinforce the concept of a global community,” Carlberg said.

Staying the course

These programs, and the planning process currently underway, have been largely insulated from the past year!s

financial pressures thanks to a tradition of fiscal conservatism at Gordon. The board requires the school balance

its budget every year, and Carlberg said the school was able to do that in 2009 because the team came together

and weathered the worst of the recession well.

He said the school saw a 7% dip in enrollment and a loss to its endowment, but not nearly as much as other

private schools across the country. That meant Gordon had to freeze salary increases and suspend contributions

to employee retirement accounts, but it didn!t need to reduce its financial aid contributions.

One of the most important changes at Gordon as a result of the recession, Carlberg said, was an increased level

of transparency from his office. Instead of the typical once-per-semester employee meetings, he held an open

forum to update faculty and staff on the school!s financial situation three times each semester last year.

“The first responsibility of a leader in times like these is to be open and honest,” he said. “Doing so inspires

confidence, encourages a solutions-oriented approach to challenges, and helps generate a more positive attitude

across campus. I tried to keep everyone!s hopes up and assure them that the temporary measures we took have

made us a stronger school.”
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